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Abstract: The flexible job shop scheduling problem is a well-known combinatorial
optimization problem. This paper proposes an improved shuffled frog-leaping algorithm to
solve the flexible job shop scheduling problem. The algorithm possesses an adjustment
sequence to design the strategy of local searching and an extremal optimization in
information exchange. The computational result shows that the proposed algorithm has a
powerful search capability in solving the flexible job shop scheduling problem compared
with other heuristic algorithms, such as the genetic algorithm, tabu search and ant colony
optimization. Moreover, the results also show that the improved strategies could improve the
performance of the algorithm effectively.
Keywords: shuffled frog-leaping algorithm; flexible job shop scheduling problem; local
search; extremal optimization
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1. Introduction
The scheduling of operations has a vital role in the planning and managing of manufacturing
processes. The job-shop scheduling problem (JSP) is one of the most popular scheduling models in
practice. In the JSP, a set of jobs should be processed with a set of machines, and each job consists of a
sequence of consecutive operations. Moreover, a machine can only process one operation at one time,
and the operation cannot be interrupted. Additionally, JSP is aimed at minimizing the number of
operations for these jobs under the above constraints.
The flexible job-shop scheduling problem (FJSP) is an extension of the conventional JSP, in which
operations are allowed to be processed on any one of the existed machines. FJSP is more complicated
than JSP, because FJSP not only needs to identify the arrangement of all processes of all machines, but
also needs to determine the sequence of processes on each machine. FJSP breaks through the uniqueness
restriction of resources. Each process can be completed by many different machines, so that the job shop
scheduling problem is closer to the real production process.
JSP has been proven to be an NP-hard problem [1], and even for a simple instance with only ten
operations and ten available machines for selection, it is still hard to search for a convincing result. As an
extension of JSP, FJSP is more complicated to solve. A lot of the literature believes that adopting a
heuristic method is a reasonable approach for solving this kind of complex problem [2–9]. Thus, there
are many researchers who have used heuristic methods to solve FJSP. Brandimarte [10] attempted to use
a hierarchical approach to solve the flexible job shop scheduling problem, and a tabu search is adopted to
enhance the effectiveness of the approach. Fattahi et al. [11] proposed a mathematical model for the
flexible job shop scheduling problem, and two heuristic approaches (tabu search and simulated
annealing heuristics) are also introduced to solve the real size problems. Gao et al. [12] developed a
hybrid genetic algorithm to solve the flexible job shop scheduling problem. In the algorithm, the two
vectors are used to represent the solution, the individuals of GA are improved by a variable
neighborhood descent and the advanced genetic operators are presented by a special chromosome
structurer. Yao et al. [2] presented an improved ant colony optimization to solve FJSP, and an adaptive
parameter, crossover operation and pheromone updating strategy are used to improve the performance of
the algorithm.
The shuffled frog-leaping algorithm (SFLA) was developed by Eusuff and Lansey [13]. It is a
meta-heuristic optimization method, which combines the advantages of the genetic-based memetic
algorithm (MA) and the social behavior-based PSO algorithm [14]. A meme is a kind of information
body, which can be distributed, reproduced and exchanged by infecting the thoughts of human beings or
animals. The most salient characteristic of the meme algorithm is that memes can share and exchange
experience, knowledge and information along with relying on a local search method in the process of
evolution. Therefore, with the meme algorithm allows an individual of the traditional genetic algorithm
model to become more intelligent. The group of SFLA consists of the frog group in which the individual
frogs can communicate with each other. Each frog can be seen as a meme carrier. Along with the
communication among frogs, the meme evolution can be performed during the searching process of the
algorithm. Due to its efficiency and practical value, SFLA has attracted more attention and has been
successfully used in a number of classical combinatorial optimization problems [15–19].
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In 1999, a new general-purpose local search optimization approach, extremal optimization (EO), was
proposed by Boettcher and Percus [20]. The strategy was evolved by the fundamentals of statistical
physics and self-organized criticality [21]. The weakest species and its nearest neighbors in the
population are always forced to mutate in the evolution process of this method. Thus, EO can effectively
eliminate the worst components in the sub-optimal solutions and has been widely used to solve some
optimization problems [22,23].
In general, the local exploration strategy that updates the worst solution in each memeplex is
important for the performance of the algorithm; because the local exploration reveals that the leaping
position of the worst frog is substantially influenced by the local/global best position and limited to the
range between the current position and the best position. Thus, the local search strategy based on the
adjustment order is adapted to enlarge the local search space. Moreover, EO is introduced to improve the
local search ability of SFLA.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A mathematical model for FJSP is presented in
Section 2. The shuffled frog-leaping algorithm is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, we present an
improved shuffled frog-leaping algorithm with an extremal optimization and an adjustment strategy.
Some computational results are discussed in Section 5, and the conclusions are provided in Section 6.
2. Problem Description
FJSP is a kind of resource allocation problem, i.e., given M machines and the N work pieces, FJSP
aims to minimize the operating time by optimizing the arrangement of the operations of all jobs t. A set
of machines M = {M1,M2,...,Mm} and a set of independent jobs J = {J1,J2,..., Jn} are given. Additionally,
each job Ji consists of a sequence of operations Oij, where Oij represents the j-th operation of the job i. All
of the operations of each job should be performed one after another in a given order. Each operation Oij
can be processed on any machine among a subset Mi,j ⊆ M of compatible machines. Based on the
different conditions of resource restriction, the flexible job shop scheduling problem can be divided into
a total flexible job-shop scheduling (T-FJSP) problem and a partial flexible job-shop scheduling
(P-FJSP) problem. In T-FJSP, every process of each operation can choose any one machine to be
processed; in P-FJSP, some processes of some work pieces can be processed on any one of the machines,
and some certain processes can only choose parts of machines.
All jobs and machines are available at Time 0, and a machine can only execute one operation at a
given time. The processing time of each operation is dependent of the machine, and pmi represents the
processing time of operation Oij on machine i. If the operation Oij cannot be processed on machine k, the
processing time pmk is assumed as ∞. Each operation must be completed without interruption during its
process. The objective of FJSP is to assign each operation to one machine that is capable of performing it
and to determine the starting time for each operation in order to minimize the makespan. In order to
describe the FJSP well, Figure 1 is an example of FJSP with three jobs and five machines. In Figure 1, (0,
0, 0) means spending zero seconds on the first machine, zero seconds on the second one and zero
seconds on the third one.
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Figure 1. An example of the flexible job scheduling problem (FJSP).
Therefore, the flexible job-shop scheduling problem model can be described as follows:
(1)

Minimize Cmax

Subject to

s jh  xijh  pijh  c jh (i  1, , n; h  1,..., h j )

(a)

c jh  s j ( h 1) ( j  1,  n; h  1, , h j  1)

(b)

c jhi  c max ( j  1,  n)

(c)

s jh  pijh  skl  L (1  yijhkl ),

(d)
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s ih  0, c jh  0 j  0,1,, n; h  1,, h j 

(i)

1 If the operation O jh is on machine i
xijh  
0 otherwise

(2)

where
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1 if the operation O jh is before the operation Okl on machine i
yijhkl  
0 otherwise

(3)

n is the total number of jobs; m is the total number of machines; hj is the total number of operations of job
j(j ∈ n); Ojh is the h-th operation of job j (h = 1,2,… ,hj); pijh is the processing time of the h-th operation of
job j on the machine (I ∈ m); sjh is the start processing time of the h-th operation of job j; cjh is the
completion time of the h-th operation of job j; L is a given big integer; Cmax is the maximum
completion time.
Formulas (a) and (b) are the operation constraints of each job. Formula (c) is the time constraint of
each job. Formulas (d) and (e) assume that only one machine can process one operation at a time.
Formula (f) is the constraint of the machine, which assumes that the same operation can only be
processed by one machine. Formulas (g) and (h) show that the circulating operation can be permitted on
each machine. Formula (i) shows that each parameter must be positive number.
3. Shuffled Frog-Leaping Algorithm

In the shuffled frog-leaping algorithm, the population consists of frogs of a similar structure. Each
frog represents a solution. The entire population is divided into many subgroups. Different subgroups
can be regarded as different frog memes. Each subgroup performs a local search. They can communicate
with each other and improve their memes among local individuals. After a pre-defined number of
memetic evolution steps, information is passed between memeplexes in a shuffling process. Shuffling
ensures that the cultural evolution towards any particular interest is free from bias. The local search and
the shuffling processes alternate until satisfying the stopping criteria.
For a problem of D dimension, a frog is thought of as Fi = {fi1, fi2, …, fiD}. The algorithm first
randomly generates S frogs as the initial population and notes them in descending order according to the
fitness of each frog. Then, the entire population is divided into m subgroups, and each subgroup contains
n frogs. From the initial population, the first frog is selected in the first sub-group, and the second frog is
selected in the second group, until the first m frog is selected in the m-th subgroup. Then, the (m + 1)-th
frog is selected in the first subgroup. Repeat the process, until all frogs are distributed. In each subgroup,
the frog with the best fitness and the one with the worst fitness are denoted as Fb and Fw, respectively;
while in the total population, the frog with the best fitness is denoted as Fg. The main work of SFLA is to
update the position of the worst-performing frog through an iterative operation in each sub-memeplex. Its
position is improved by learning from the best frog of the sub-memeplex or its own population and position.
In each sub-memeplex, the new position of the worst frog is updated according to the following equation.
d i  Rand ()Fb - Fw 
Fw  Fw  d i ;- d max  d i  d max 

(4)
(5)

Formula (4) is used to calculate the updating step di. Rand ( ) is the random number between zero and
one; Formula (5) updates the position of Fw. dmax is the maximum step. If a better solution is attained,
then the better one will replace the worst individual. Otherwise, Fg will be used instead of Fb. Then,
recalculate Formula (4). If you still cannot get a better solution, a new explanation generated randomly
will replace the worst individual. Repeat until a predetermined number of iterations. Additionally,
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complete the round of the local search of various subgroups. Then, all subgroups of the frogs are
re-ranked in mixed order and divided into sub-groups for the next round of local search.
The general structure of SFLA can be described as follows:
Step 1. Initialization. According to the characteristics and scale of the problem, a reasonable m and n
is determined at first.
Step 2. Produce a virtual population with F individuals (F = m * n). For the D dimension optimization
problem, the individuals of the population are D dimension variables and represent the frogs’ current
position. The fitness function is used to determine if the performance of the first individual’s position
is good.
Step 3. Divide the total population and the number of individuals in descending order.
Step 4. Divide the population into population m: Y1, Y2, ..., Ym. Each sub-population contains n frogs.
For example: if m = 3, then the first frog is put into the first population, the second frog is put into the
second population, the third frog is put into the third population, the fourth frog is put into the first
population, and so on.
Step 5. In each sub-population, with its evolution, the positions of individuals have been improved.
The following steps are the process of the sub-population meme evolution.
Step 5.0. Set im = 0. im represents the number of the sub-populations, which is from zero to m. Set it
equal to zero. im represents the number of evolutions, which is from zero to N (the maximum evolution
iteration in each sub-population).

In each sub-population, compute Fb, Fw and Fg, respectively [24].
Step 5.1. im = im + 1.
Step 5.2. in = in + 1.
Step 5.3. Try to adjust the position of the worst frog. The moving distance of the worst frog should
be: di = Rand () * (Fb -Fw). After moving, the new position of the worst frog is:
Fw = Fw (the current position) + di.
Step 5.4. If Step 5.3 could produce a better solution, use the frog in the new position instead of the
worst one; or use Fg instead of Fb.
Step 5.5. If better frogs cannot be generated after trying the above method, immediately generate the
next individual to replace the worst frog Fw.
Step 5.6. If in < N, then perform Step 5.2.
Step 5.7. If im < m, then perform Step 5.1.
Step 6. Implementation of mixed operations.
After carrying out a certain number of meme evolutions, merge each sub-population Y1, Y2, ..., Ym to
X, namely X = {Yk, k = 1, 2,... M}. Descend X again, and update the best frog Fg in the populations.
Step 7. Check the termination conditions. If the iterative termination conditions are met, then stop.
Otherwise, do Step 4 again.

Usually, the frog reaching the defined maximum evolution number or representing the global optimal
solution does not changes anymore, and the shuffled frog-leaping algorithm stops.
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4. Improved SFLA for FJSP

4.1 Generation of Solutions
Because the flexible job shop scheduling problem is a discrete combinatorial optimization problem,
the shuffled frog-leaping algorithm requires discretization to adapt to the optimization of this problem.
The form of the code is the key of the algorithm and with an appropriate FJSP could be solved
effectively. This paper adopts a segmented integer coding method. The coding method is operated
easily, which is adapted to T-FJSP and P-FJSP. In the method, the solution of the code consists of two
parts, namely machine selection and operation selection.
Figure 2 is an example of the coding scheme of Figure 1. In the encoding form, the machine section
length and the operation section length are both equal to the sum of all operations. In the machine
section, each position is ranked according to the process order of jobs and operations. From Figure 2, it
can be found that the operation O11 can be processed on five machines {M1, M2, M3, M4, M5}, so five is
placed in the first square. The operation O12 can be processed on two machines {M2, M4}, and in the
same way, the machine section is coded. In the operation section, the code is noted by the time sequence
of all of the operations of all jobs. For example, O21 is the first operation; thus, the first square is placed
at two, which is the job number. As shown in Figure 2, the code of the operation section is 2321321,
which represents the operation sequence: O21-O31-O22-O11-O31-O23-O12.

Figure 2. An example of the coding scheme.

4.2 Local Search
A local search strategy was designed to search the local optimum in different directions and to make
the local optimal individual in the ethnic groups gradually tend toward the optimal individual. However,
the frog population is divided into a plurality of groups, and each group is locally searched; SFLA can
easily fall into a premature or local-best solution. In order to avoid frog individuals getting trapped in a
local optimum prematurely and to accelerate the convergence rate, a specific principle is used to select a
certain number of individual to construct the sub-population.
The local search formula is changed to the following:

minint[rand(Fb  Fw )], smax },Fb  Fw  0
s
 maxint[(Fb  Fw )], smax },Fb  Fw  0

(6)

Fg  Fw  S

(7)

S means the adjustment vector, and Smax means the maximum step size allowed to change by frog
individual. Set Fw = {1, 3, 5, 2, 4}, Fb = {2, 1, 5, 3, 4}; the maximum step size allowed to change Smax = 3,
rand = 0.5. Therefore, Fg(1) = 1 + min{int[0.5 × (2 − 1)],3} = 1; Fg(2) = 3 + min{int[0.5 × (1 − 3)],3} = 2,
and so on. Finally, the new solution Fg can be attained as {1, 2, 5, 4, 3}.
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4.3 Improvement Strategies
Although in the literature [25], the shuffled frog-leaping algorithm with local search can guarantee
the feasibility of the updated solution, the step size is still selected randomly. Therefore, on the basis of
the literature [25], this paper designed the local search strategy by introducing the adjustment factor and
adjustment order.
Adjustment order is an attempt to adjust one feasible solution to another one [26]. In local search, the
method in which the worst solution in a sub-group is optimized by the adjustment order is more
reasonable than the simple step size selection. Therefore, this paper introduced this idea into updating
the worst solution in the sub-group during the local search.
4.3.1 Adjustment Factor
The steps for the adjustment factor are as follows: If the solution set is U = ( Ui ) and the operation set
is (1, 2,… , d), the adjustment is defined as TO(i1,i2)(i = 1,2,… ,d). Thus, the operation of Ui1 will be put
before Ui2. U’ = U + TO(i1,i2) is the new solution of U based on the adjustment factor. For example, if
U = (1 3 5 2 4), the adjustment factor is TO (4,2), then U’ = U + TO (2,4) = (1 2 3 5 4).
4.3.2 Adjustment Sequence
The adjustment sequence is one or more adjustment factors are ranked in sequence, which is noted as
ST. ST  TO1 , TO2 ,  , TON   TO1 , TO2 ,  , TON are the adjustment factors. UA and UB are two different

solutions. The adjustment sequence ST U B U A 

means adjusting UA to UB, namely,

U B  U A  ST U B U A   U A  TO1 , TO2 ,  , TON   U A  TO1   TO1     TON . For example, let

UA = (1 3 5 2 4), UA = (3 1 4 2 5). We need make an adjustment sequence ST U B U A  , and make sure

U A  ST U B U A   U B U B1  U A2  3 .

Therefore,

for

the

first

adjustment

sequence

TO2  2,1  U 1A  U A  TO1 , we can get U 1A   31 5 2 4  ; U B3  U A51  4 , and the second adjustment

sequence

is

TO2  5,3  U A2  U 1A  TO2  5,3

,

and

so

on.

Then,

we

can

get

ST (U B U A )  (TO1 (2,1), TO2 (5,3), TO3 (5, 4)) .
4.3.3 Extremal Optimization
Extremal optimization (EO) is an optimization that evolves a single individual (i.e., chromosome)
S = (x1, x2, ..., xd). Each component xi in the current individual S is considered to be a species and is
assigned a fitness value ki. There is only a mutation operator in EO, and it is applied to the component
with the worst species successively. The individual can update its components and evolve toward the
optimal solution. The process requires a suitable representation that allows the solution components to
be assigned a quality measure (i.e., fitness). This approach differs from holistic ones, such as
evolutionary algorithms, which assign equal fitness to all components of a solution based on their
collective evaluation against an objective function. The EO algorithm is as follows [27].
Step 1. Randomly generate an individual S = (x1, x2, x3, x4). Set the optimal solution Sbest  S .
Step 2. For the current S:
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(1) Evaluate the fitness i for each component xi , i  1, 2,..., d . And d is the vector number of the

solution space;
(2) Find j satisfying  j  i for all i , x j being the worst species;

(3) Choose S   N (S ) , such that x j must change its state by mutation operator; N (S ) is the
neighborhood of S ;
(4) Accept S  S  unconditionally;
(5) If the current cost function value is less than the minimum cost function value, i.e.,
C ( S )  C ( S best ) , then set Sbest  S .
Step 3. Repeat Step 2 as long as desired;
Step 4. Return S best and C ( Sbest ) .

4.4 The Update the Strategy of the Frog Individual
The differences among frog individuals are their adjustment sequences. The number of adjustment
sequences is not negative. Therefore, the update strategy of the frog individual is:



L  min int  rand length  ST U B UW    , lmax



(8)

S  TOi  TOi  ST (U B UW ), i  1, 2,..., l

(9)

U q  UW  s

(10)

In which the length of  ST U B UW   means the number of all adjustment factors in adjustment
sequence ST (U B UW ) , l means the number of adjustment factor in ST (U B UW ) chosen to update

UW and s means update the adjustment sequence for UW . Figure 3 is used to explain an example of the
update strategy of the frog individual from U B to Uq . From Figure 3, it can be attained that the length of
ST  U BUW   5, l  3, s  TO1, TO 2, TO3 .
UB
UW

U W  TO1 (2,1)
U W  (TO1 , TO 2 (4,2)

U W  (TO1 , TO 2 , TO3 (7,5)
Uq

Figure 3. The update strategy of the frog individual.
5. Numerical Experiments and Discussion

This section describes the computational experiments used to test the performance of the proposed
algorithm. There are 10 FJSP benchmark problems [27], which have been widely used as benchmark
problems to examine the feasibility of the algorithms [2,28,29]. The number of jobs ranges from 10 to 20;
the number of machines ranges from four to 15; the number of operations for each job ranges from five
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to 15; and the number of operations for all jobs ranges from 55 to 240. Lower best-known solutions (LB)
and upper best-known solutions (UB) represent the lower and upper values from the best-known
solutions. In this paper, the improved SFLA (ISFLA) parameters used for the instances are P = 1000,
Q = 1000, N = 5000, ρ = 0.8 and Pc = 0.4 In order to conduct the experiment, we implement the algorithm
in C++ language and run it on a PC with 2.0 GHz, 512 MB of RAM memory and a Pentium processor
running at 1,000 MHz. The results of the ISFLA on the instances are shown in Table 1, which are compared
with the genetic algorithm (GA) [28], tabu search (TS) [29], artificial immune algorithm (AIA) [20] and
ant colony optimization (ACO) [2]. The numbers in bold are the best among the five approaches. We
used 10 standard cases (MK01-MK02) proposed in [27] to test our model.
Table 1. Performance comparison between improved shuffled frog-leaping algorithm
(ISFLA) and other algorithms. The numbers in bold are the best among the five approaches.
TS, tabu search; AIA, artificial immune algorithm.
Problem
MK01
MK02
MK03
MK04
MK05
MK06
MK07
MK08
MK09
MK10

n×m
10 × 6
10 × 6
15 × 8
15 × 8
15 × 4
10 × 15
20 × 5
20 × 10
20 × 10
20 × 10

f
2.09
4.1
3.01
1.91
1.71
3.27
2.83
1.43
2.53
2.98

(LB, UB)
(36, 42)
(24, 32)
(204, 211)
(48, 81)
(168, 186)
(33, 86)
(133, 157)
523
(299, 369)
(165, 296)

GA
40
26
204
60
173
63
139
523
311
212

TS AIA ACO ISFLA
40
40
40
40
26
26
26
26
204 204
204
204
60
60
60
60
173 173
173
173
58
63
58
58
144 140
140
139
523 523
523
523
307 312
307
307
198 214
198
198

From Table 1, it can be found that the ISFLA used in this paper is able to find most of the best-known
solutions, especially for problems of higher flexibility. Besides, the method can provide competitive
solutions for most problems. We also find that our ISFLA has better performance than or similar
performance as the ACO, TS and the AIA. The results indicate that our algorithm is a potential algorithm
for FJSP when compared with other heuristic algorithms (GA, TS and AIA).
To evaluate the three improved strategies, four shuffled frog-leaping algorithms with different
strategies are constructed. This first is a standard SFLA with the adjustment factor (denoted by
SFLA + AF); the second one is a standard SFLA with the adjustment order (AO) (denoted by
SFLA + AO); the third one is a standard SFLA with the extremal optimization (denoted by SFLA + EO);
and the fourth one is a standard SFLA with the three improved strategies (denoted by ISFLA). The
comparison results about the optimal value, average value and relative error and average computing time
between the four different SFLAs are shown in Table 2.
For the MK09 problem, the errors are within 10% compared to the approximate optimal solution. The
simulation results show that when the improved leapfrog algorithm does not fall into the local
convergence, the combination of three improved strategies can improve the searching performance of
SFLA and accelerate the convergence speed of the algorithm. From the results in Tables 1 and 2, it can
be found that the improved algorithm in this paper is a powerful method for solving FJSP with
reasonable precision and computing speed.
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Table 2. Computational results of the MK09 problem of several methods. AF, adjustment
factor; AO, adjustment order; EO, extremal optimization.
Type
SFLA
SFLA + AF
SFLA + AO
SFLA + EO
ISFLA

Average value Optimal value Relative error/% Average computing time
332.98
317.17
316.42
313.83
310.54

325
312
312
307
307

9.64
2.77
2.69
2.09
0.42

51
27
29
38
32

6. Conclusions

This paper presents an improved SFLA with some strategies for FJSP. The objective of the research is
to minimize the makespan in FJSP. The shuffled frog-leaping algorithm with local search can guarantee
the feasibility of the updated solution; however, the step size is still selected randomly. To attain a
reasonable step size, the adjustment factor and adjustment order are adopted. Moreover, an extremal
optimization is used to exchange the information among individuals. The effectiveness of the improved
shuffled frog leaping algorithm is evaluated using a set of well-known instances. The results indicate
that the results gained by ISFLA are often the same or slightly better than those gained by the other
algorithms for the FJSP. Furthermore, the results also show that the improved strategies effectively
improve the performance of the algorithm.
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